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Using the gauge invariances, I show that the (fractional and integral) quantum Hall states and the
chiral spin states must have gapless boundary excitations. The dynamical properties of those gap-
less excitations are studied. Under some general assumptions, the gapless excitations are shown to
form a representation of the U(1) or SU(2) Kac-Moody algebras and to contribute to a specific heat
with a linear temperature dependence. The low-energy effective theories for those gapless excita-
tions are derived. The quantum numbers of the gapless boundary excitations are also discussed. In
particular, the charge-zero sector of the low-lying boundary excitations in the fractional quantum
Hall states are shown to be described by the charge-zero sector of free fermions with fractional
charges.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently it has been shown that a rigid state (a state
with no gapless quasiparticle excitations) may have many
nontrivial properties even at energies below the energy
gap. ' Although there are no particlelike local excita-
tions at those energies, global excitations may exist. The
global excitations appear in the form of ground-state de-
generacies. The ground-state degeneracies may depend
on the topologies of the compacted spaces. In this case
we say that the rigid state contains nontrivial topological
orders. The fractional quantum Hall (FQH) states and
the recently proposed chiral spin states ' are two exam-
ples of topologically ordered states. ' Characterization
of the topological orders is discussed in Refs. 1 and 2.
The topological order can be partially characterized by
the ground-state degeneracies of the rigid state on com-
pacted spaces. It can also be characterized more com-
pletely by non-Abelian Berry's phases generated by a
family of twisted Hamiltonians. Arovas and Haldane re-
cently introduce a spin-twist operation to spin Hamiltoni-
ans. The spin twist is used to probe the topological struc-
tures in the ground states of a spin system. They show
that the topological structures in the spin-liquid states
can be (partially) characterized by the Chem number as-
sociated with a family of the spin-twisted ground states.

In Refs. 1 —3 and 6, the topologically ordered states are
studied on the compacted space. However, experimental-
ly, it is very dificult to compactify a two-dimensional lat-
tice into, say, a torus. The results in Refs. 1 —3 and 6
probably can only be tested by numerical simulations on
computers. In this paper we are going to study the FQH
states and the chiral spin states on spaces with boun-
daries. We will show that the FQH states and the chiral
spin states have gapless boundary excitations. In the
FQH states the neutral gapless boundary excitations are
described by the charge-zero sector of free-(chiral)-
fermion theories which in general contain several
branches of fermions. The fermions in each branch carry
electrical charges ql satisfying

where o and cr' (v and v') are the Hall conductances
(the filling fractions) on the two sides of the boundary, I
labels different kinds of the (chiral) fermions, and ct is the
velocity of the fermions. The vacuum has cr =v=0. In
the chiral spin state, the gapless boundary excitations are
shown to form a representation of several independent
SU(2) Kac-Moody algebras. The levels lt of those Kac-
Moody algebras satisfy

(k —k')
(2)

where k and k' are the levels of the chiral spin states on
the two sides of the boundary. The vacuum has k=O.
The above results are the consequences of the U(l) gauge
invariance of the electromagnetic field and the SU(2)
gauge invariance of the spin twist introduced by Arovas
and Haldane.

Halperin has studied the boundary excitations of the
integral quantum Hall (IQH) states and found gapless
boundary excitations. He shows that the boundary exci-
tations remain gapless even in the presence of weak ran-
dom potentials. Our results are generalizations of
Halperin's results to the FQH states and the chiral spin
states. We would like to emphasize that Halperin's re-
sults can be obtained by perturbing around a free electron
system. However, the electrons in the FQH states and
the chiral spin states are strongly correlated. In this case
it is not even clear whether the boundary excitations are
described by the Fermi liquid theory or not, especially
after knowing that the boundary excitations may carry
fractional charges. A new approach is needed to study
the boundary excitations of a strongly correlated electron
system. In this paper we use the gauge invariance and
the locality of the theory to study some general dynami-
cal properties of the boundary excitations in the FQH
states and in the chiral spin states.
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The paper is arranged as the following. In Sec. II we
study the dynamics of the boundary excitations in the
FQH states. The gapless boundary excitations are shown
to be described by the U(1) Kac-Moody algebras. The
U(1) Kac-Moody algebras are equivalent to the charge
zero sector of free (chiral) fermions. (The charge zero
sector is formed by states with zero total charge. Those
states correspond to particle-hole excitations. ) Thus the
neutral boundary excited states in the FQH states can be
described by the charge zero sector of the Fermi liquid
theory. However, as required by the gauge invariance,
the fermions in such Fermi liquids must carry fractional
charges which satisfy the sum role (1). In Sec. III we re-
view the Arovas and Haldane's spin twist and the associ-
ated SU(2) gauge symmetry. The boundary excitations of
the chiral spin states are shown to be described by the
SU(2) Kac-Moody algebras. Those boundary excitations
carry nonzero spins. In Sec. IV we study the stability of
the gapless boundary excitations. We conclude the paper
in Sec. V.

II. BONDARY EXCITATIONS IN THE FQH STATES

Following Refs. 8 and 9 we can give a simple argument
that the FQH states must have gapless boundary excita-
tions. Consider a QH state with a filling fraction v on an
annulus with inner radius r& and outer radius rz (Fig. 1).
Adding a unit fiux quantum @ =ohc/e to the hole moves
ve =o. h/3 amount charge from, say, the inner bound-
ary to the outer boundary. The work required to add a
unit fiux is zero in the thermodynamic limit (r, ~ co,
rz ~ oo ). Therefore the boundary excitation which
transfers ve charge from one boundary to another is gap-
less.

The existence of gapless boundary excitations is a sim-
ple and almost trivial consequence of the gauge invari-
ance. However, the more important questions are what
are the dynamics and the quantum numbers of the gap-
less boundary excitations. Experimental tests of the gap-
less excitations rely on those properties. The main pur-
pose of this paper is to determine the dynamics and the
quantum numbers of the gapless excitations. In this sec-
tion we will concentrate on the FQH states (and the IQH
states). In Sec. III we will use the Arovas and Haldan's
spin twist to study the chiral spin states.

Assume that a two-dimensional electron system
demonstrates the FQH efFect (or the IQH effect) in a
background magnetic field A;(Ao=0) with a Hall con-
ductance O.

zy ve /h. After integrating out the electrons
we obtain an effective Lagrangian

FIG. l. Electrons on the annulus form a QH state.

2r.,= '
5A„a,5A, e~'+ ', (5F„)'

1 (5F,2) +
4g2

where 6A„=A„—A„and 5F„=B„5A +0 6A„ is the
field strength. The coeKcient of the Chem-Simons term
6A„B 5A&e" is given by the quantized Hall conduc-
tance.

On a compacted space, the action Sb„~k= f d x X,@5A„)is invariant under the gauge transfor-
mation. However, on a space with boundary, say, a disc
D, Sb„)g is not invariant:

S,„,„(5A„+ay(x)) —S„„,„(5A„)

= f dxoda f5F o,4~

where o. parametrizes the boundary of the disc. Because
the microscopic theory is gauge invariant, (4) implies that
Sb„ik is not the complete action of the FQH states on the
disc. Since the change in Sb„,„ is just a boundary term,
the total gauge invariant e6'ective action may be obtained
by including a boundary action associated with the
boundary excitations S„,=Sb„&k+Sbd. Under the gauge
transformation Sbd should transform as

S (5A„+a+)—S (5A„)=—f dx dcr f5F (5)
4m

so that S„,is gauge invariant. The boundary e6'ective ac-
tion satisfying (5) has a form

Sbd= f dt dcr dt'do' ,'5A (t, o )IC ~(t ——t',cr cr')5A —(tt3', c)r,

where cc,P=O, candrt =xo. K ~ is the current-current
correlation function of the boundary excitations
K ~(t, cr)=i(0~T(j (t, o-)j~(0,0))~0), which satisfies (in
k space)

~aP +e &a/3k
4m

rc t'(k )=rat' ( k)=it.'i'*( —k )—
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where ko=co is the frequency, k =k =2vrn/L is the
momentum in cr direction, and L is the length of the
boundary. We see that the complete action of the FQH
states on a disk is given by Sb„&k describing the bulk exci-
tations plus Sbd describing the boundary excitations.
Sb„&k and Sbd separately are not gauge invariant. But the
total action S„,is gauge invariant.

The effective action (6) is obtained by integrating out
boundary excitations. The current-current correlation
function of those boundary excitations should satisfy (7)
in order for the total action S„,to be gauge invariant. In
the following we would like to use (7) to study the
dynamical properties of the low-lying boundary excita-
tions. We will show that the boundary excitations are de-
scribed by chiral Kac-Moody current algebras.

In field theory the relation between three-dimensional
Chem-Simons theories and two-dimensional chiral con-
formal theories was first pointed out by Witten. ' The
mathematical formalism and the ideas behind our calcu-
lations are similar and motivated from those in Ref. 10.
However, the physical problem studied in this paper has
some fundamental differences from that in Ref. 10.

(a) The gauge fields in our problem are background
fields. They do not Auctuate and have no dynamics,
while the gauge fields in Ref. 10 are dynamical fIuctuat-
ing fields. The gapless boundary excitations in our theory
come from electrons. Those excitations exist even when
the gauge fields are fixed. The gapless boundary excita-
tions in the FQH states may have several branches even
when we have only one gauge field. The two-dimensional
conformal theories studied in Ref. 10 come from the dy-

namics of the gauge fields. Each gauge field only gives
rise to one Kac-Moody algebra.

(b) Although the Hilbert space of the low-lying bound-
ary excitations in our problem can be shown to form a
representation of the Kac-Moody algebra, the Hamiltoni-
an which governs the dynamics of the boundary excita-
tions does not respect conformal symmetry. The Hamil-
tonian does not even have Lorentz symmetry since
different edge branches in general have different veloci-
ties. The theories studied in Ref. 10 all respect conformal
symmetries. One must be careful about which results in
Ref. 10 are related to QH states and chiral spin states and
which are not. Our approach is also closely related to
that in Ref. 11 where the relation between the gauge
anomaly in 2N dimensions and the Chem-Simons term in
2N+ 1 dimensions are studied.

In this paper one of the main problems concerning us
is the following: without knowing the details of the elec-
tron Hamiltonian we would like to obtain, as much as
possible, the dynamical properties of the boundary exci-
tations from the gauge invariance and the locality of the
theory. It is well known in field theory that the gauge
anomaly (4) can be canceled by chiral fermions on the
boundary. What we try to do here is the reverse. We
would like to show that in order to cancel the anomaly,
the boundary excitations must be described by chiral fer-
mions [or more precisely, chiral U(1) Kac-Moody alge-
bras]. Our derivation is not completely general. It de-
pends on some weak assumptions which will be summa-
rized at the end of this section.

The current-current correlation K ~ can be written as

K t(t, o )=i pe "" [e '"~(olj (t, o)lk;n )(k;n .lj~(0)lo)8(t)+e' (olj (0)lk;n )(k;nlj (t, tr)lo&e( —t)],
n, k

where co„k is the energy of the state lk;n ). In the k
space

aP aP

co —cIk + l 5 co —cIk —l 5
pay pP pPg

K~P( k) L + J n, kfn, k fn, —kJ n, —k

ro co„k + l 5 co+Co„k i5
(9)

where 5=0+ and

f. —:(k;nlj (t =o,o =o)lo) . (10)

Assume all the boundary excitations have finite energy
gap co„k ~ b, )0, then K '~(ro, k) is a smooth function of
co near co=0. If we further assume that the theory is lo-
cal, K ~(to, k) should be a smooth function of k near k=0
[e.g. , K ~(co, k) cannot behave like F ~(to)/k near k=o].
However one can easily check that a smooth function of
co and k (near to=0 and k=o) can never satisfy (7).
Therefore, for local theories, the condition (7) implies the
existence of gapless boundary excitations.

Let us assume the boundary excitations have many
branches labeled by I and K ~ have poles at co=cIk
where ct is the velocity of the Ith branch. In this case (9)
can be rewritten as [for small (co, k )]

+c
K &= —

—,
' gt rjt, (a,P) =(cr,o), (o,cro,

co cIk

CI CO'gI
(a,p) =(tr, o),

co cIk

for small co and k, where

(12)

where P(co, k) is a polynomial of co and k which comes
from the gapful excitations. Note that yI~k is nonzero
only when cIk ~0. This is because the excited states al-

ways have positive energies and there are not states with
co„k =ctk (0. Plugging (11) into (7) and using the fact

that y~~k only depend on k, we find that K ~ must have a
form (up to a polynomial in to and k)

kyar (a,P) =(0,0),
co cIk
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ve
9I= (13)

A single copy of chiral U(1) Kac-Moody algebra is given
by the following current algebra:

Froin (11), (12), and the fact that yr k )0, we find that
crer (0

Each term in the summations in (12) arises from gap-
less boundary excitations with velocity cr. It is con-
venient to write the current j as a summation of jr:

= &jr
I

such that

&II' &Jr»—&

(14)

r (a,P) = (0,0),
CO CI ~

Q)+Crk
=5rr —— I)r, (a,P) =(a,0), (0,a),

2 co crk

cr~
(a,p)=(cr, cr) .

CO CI ~

(15)

Therefore, jr is associated with the gapless excitations
with velocity cr. jr k generates a state with an energy
COk CI ~'

~jr, klO) =crkjr 0),
where

jrk= f der —e' j (o. ) .
1

(16)

From (15) we can obtain the vacuum expectation values
of the commutator we find that

«I I JI k'r Jrk] 0 &
=

I ar l
k fk+k'ou i

«1[jr,k, jr, k]IO& = &Ol[jr, k, jr, k]IO& =0,
where

Jr-= (j '+—1 .0 1

2 Cr

(17)

Under certain assumptions (e.g. , the locality of the
theory) we can further show that (see Appendix) (16) and
(17) imply the operator equations

I Jk' &Jk ] I
r—ilkfik+k'

[Jk,ik l=ljk' Jk ]=o

[H, J'k—]= ckJ'k

(20)

Equation (20) corresponds to a half of the Tomonaga
model with fermions moving only in one direction. ' An
irreducible representation of the above algebra can be ob-
tained from the vacuum state l0) satisfying

jk+ IO& =Ol,k-o, jk IO& =0 vk . (21)

(Note if jk+ l0) WO and ck & 0, the state jk+ l0) would have
negative energy. ) The Hilbert space (denoted as &o) of
the irreducible representation is generated from the vacu-
um state l0) by the operators jk+ with ck )0. Within the
Hilbert space &o, the operator jk =0 (this can also be
obtained from the current conservation law
Boj +8 j =0). From (20) and (21) we see that the pair
(j k+,j +k ) and ( jk+ ) and (j k+, j+k ) commute if

krak',

the
Hilbert space &o of the irreducible representation is a
direct product of the Pock spaces of the harmonic oscilla-
tors generated by (jk+,jok). The specific heat coming
from these low-lying excitations is C =(Ir/6)( T/c)L.

We would like to emphasize that the arguments in
Refs. 9 and 8 only show the existence of gapless excita-
tions. This by no means implies that the specific heat has
a linear temperature (T) dependence, since the specific
heat depends on the number of states at low energies.
However, if the theory is local, one can show that the
number of states at low energies is such that the specific
heat from the gapless excitations with finite velocity is
linear in T.

For a generic situation, the low-lying boundary excita-
tions may form a representation of several independent
U(1) Kac-Moody algebras (19). The specific heat in this
case is given by C = gr(7r/6)(T/cr)L. The above is the
bosonic construction of the boundary states. Due to the
boson-fermion equivalence in 1+ 1 dimensions, the repre-
sentation of (19) can be constructed from a fermion
theory'

Sba = fdxodogifr[(Bo+. iqr~Ao)
I

and

[~ Jr, k l=crkir, k

[Jr, k'&Jr, k ] —I qr lkfik+k ~u
~ +

[Jr,k'~Jr, k ] [Jr, k'&Jj, k ]—

(18) +cr(B +iqi5A )]itrr, (22)

where itjr are the chiral fermion fields. One can show ex-
plicitly that the electric current in (22),
(jr' jr )=(qritrritrr, crqritrrkr), obey the Kac-Moody alge-
bra (19) with the "central charge"

in the subspace of states with small momentum k
(kg « 1, where g is the magnetic length) and in the limit
L~~. Therefore the low-lying boundary excitations
form a representation of several independent chiral U(1)
Kac-Moody algebras. ' The current algebra (19) deter-
mines the Hilbert space and (18) determines the dynamics
of the low-lying boundary excitations.

The properties of Kac-Moody algebra (19) are well
known. ' For completeness we will give a brief review.

2
qr =ve' . (24)

2

(23)

One can also show that the current-current correlation of
(22) is given by (12) through a direct calculation of the di-
agram in Fig. 2. Thus (13) implies that the electric
charge qr of the boundary excitations satisfy
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FIG. 2. The Feynman diagram which contributes to the
current-current correlation functions.

It has been shown that the charge zero states of (22) form
the irreducible representation of the Kac-Moody algebra

12

The above results can be easily generalized to the
boundaries which separate two quantum Hall states with
the Hall conductances cr„and o,'~. In this case (24) is
replaced by (1).

We would like to remark that in the above we only
show that the charge zero sector of the boundary excia-
tions is described by the charge zero sector of (22). We
did not say any thing about the charged excited states.
The charged excited states on the boundary of the FQH
states may not be described by the charged excited states
in (22). Especially the total charge of a boundary excited
state may not be a multiple of qI. In fact one can write
down one-dimensional models' which form a representa-
tion of the U(1) Kac-Moody algebra (20) with central
charge g~ =q /2'. But the total charges of the charged
excited states in the models are not multiples of q. Thus
(22) should be used with caution.

In this paper when we speak of charge of the boundary
excitations, we really mean the charge measured by the
current correlation function rsee (23)]. Such a charge will
be called optical charge. The total charges of boundary
excited states are not necessarily multiples of the optical
charge (measured by the current correlation function).
The sum rule (1) is really satisfied by the optical charges
of the boundary excitations.

We would like to emphasize that the results in this sec-
tion (and in Sec. III) rely on two assumptions.

(A) The states generated by the current j have discrete
velocities in the low-energy limit. The energies and the
momenta (co, k) of the states generated by j lie within
the shaded region in Fig. 3(a). Our results do not apply
to the situations where the states generated by j have a
continuous distribution of velocities [Fig. 3(b)]. Our as-
sumption would be reasonable if we could show that for a
generic interacting theory the velocities of the states gen-
erated by j would in general discretize in the infrared
limit. Although we are unable to show correctness of the
above conjecture here, we do have an example which sup-
ports the conjecture. The example is a one-dimensional
boson system. For free bosons, the low-lying excitations

FIG. 3. The shaded region represents the energies and the
momenta of the states created by the boundary current. (a) The
low-lying states created by the current have discrete velocities.
(b) The low-lying states have a continuous distribution of veloci-
ties.

III. BOUNDARY KXCITATIONS
OF THE CHIRAL SPIN STATES

Now let us consider the boundary excitations of the
chiral spin states. First we would like to review Arovas
and Haldane's spin twist in terms of the mean field
theory of the chiral spin states.

The spin twist is introduced by generalizing the
Heisenberg model to

H = g J,"S, U," S + g Ao(i)S,', a =1,2, 3,
where U,. is a 3X3 matrix

(25)

(26)

(generated by j ) have a continuous distribution of veloc-
ities. However, after we turn on the interactions between
bosons, the low-lying excitations of the system are pho-
nons with discrete velocities +c.

(B) The total current j can be written as a sum (14)
and the current operator jI generating the states with ve-

locity cl is a local operator. Notice that the operator jr
generates a pair of the quasiparticle and the quasihole.
Although the operator creates a single quasiparticle (or
quasihole) must be nonlocal in terms of the original elec-
tron operators (since the quasiparticles carry fractional
charges), the current operator may still be a local opera-
tor.
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and T' are the generators of SO(3) Lie algebra satisfying

[T' Tb)=ie' 'T'

(25) can be put into a Lagrangian form with the help of
C)electron operator c =(,' ):

Stnctly speaking, the effective action

Sdt[a„, A„]=f d x X,(t(a„, A~)

is invariant under the gauge transformation

A —+UA U —IUB U =Ap p P P (36)

L = i g—c; (), + i ,' A—Oo' c,

i(1/2A, o t i(1 /2)A, 0

—gA, , (c, c, —1), (28)

only when the space is compact and k is an even in-
teger. ' From this we obtain an important result that the
spin singlet chiral spin states always have even levels.

On a space with boundary, say, a disc D, the action
So [ A „]is not gauge invariant:

where k; is the Lagrange multiplier to enforce the con-
straint ci c,-=1 and the spin S is related to the electron
operator c by S=—,'c crc. The partition function of (28) is
a functional of A 0(i ) and A,':

So[A„]—So[A„]=f dt der TrA() Atie ~,

U —e IA (37)

Z(A0, A )= fDc Dc Dkexp i fL(c, A', A)dt

So(Ao A")=e (29)

c, —+c,'= U, c, ,

—,
' Ao(i)o'~ ,' Ao (—i)cr'

=
—,
' U; Ao(i)o'U, —iU;(), U;t,

i(1/2)A, o i{1/2)A, o i( /2)A, . o
e ~e =Ue

(30)

(31)

(32)

the effective action So(~ ) in (29) should also respect the
gauge symmetry (31) and (32).

The mean-field Lagrangian of the chiral spin states is
4 g I (1/2) A, o ia,

obtained from (28) by replacing c; e "
c~ by yj, e

and A, , by A, +ao:

L „„=g ic,t (), +iao+—i ,'Aoo' c—,

Because L in (28) is invariant under the SU(2) gauge
transformation

We have assumed that A and A„are small and only kept
the term linear in A and A„.

Let us introduce the SU(2) boundary current J' which
couples to the SU(2) gauge field through A Q' . Using a
similar approach used in Sec. II we may write the SU(2)
current of the boundary excitations as

Jaa y ~ aa

I
(38)

where jr ' generates boundary states with velocity cr and
a=1,2,3 is the SU(2) vector indices. Notice that within
linear response theory, A' in (37) corresponds to three
independent U(1) gauge fields. In this case we may repeat
the analysis in Sec. II to determine the current correla-
tion function on the edge. We find that in order for the
boundary excitations to restore the SU(2) gauge invari-
ance of the total action, the boundary currents jr' must
satisfy

lr
(Ol [A', k+ JJ,k ]l0& =

4
fiIJfi'"kfik+k

(39)

'(1/2)A, "o +ia,—+Ac;c; —g Jjy;.c;e " "c (33)

where

=0.

a; and ao are Auctuations around the mean-field solution
k and g;.. After integrating out electron field c, we ob-
tain the effective Langrangian of the chiral spin states
X,(((a, A'). The effective Lagrangian X,((((a, A'=0) is
calculated in Ref. 4. Notice that when only A WO the
spin-up and spin-down electrons in (33) decouple. Gen-
eralizing the calculation in Ref. 4 and using the SU(2)
gauge symmetry we obtain

cr 1
pl~ = —k (40)

~ a .aO+ jaa1

cr

and jg k
= J do ( I /VL )e' "jI (o ). lI in (39) must satis-

fy

kX,((((a„,A„)= a„B~qe"

+ T A„B A +—', A„A A
Sn

(34)

such that the boundary excitations may cancel the gauge
noninvariance (37). k in (40) is the coefficient of the
Chem-Simons term in (34) (i.e., the level of the chiral
spin state). Assuming the currents jI—'(o ) are local
operators, we can show (see Appendix) that (39) implies
an operator relation

where A„ is a 2X2 matrix: A„=—,
' A„'cr' and k is an in-

teger called the level of the chiral spin states. Equation
(34) indicates that the level of a chiral spin state can be
measured by using the spin twist.

[Ja+ ~ b+]

others=0,

abc c+ lI abjI,k+k' + k~k +k'~ ~IJv'I. ' 4~
(41)
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where k=integer X2ir/L. Because jI k generates states
with a fixed velocity cr we can also show that

r= y pter(a, —ca. )y, ,
A, =1,2

(44)

[Hj '„j=—c kj'„+—. (42)

(41) and (42) imply that the boundary SU(2) currents jI+-'
generate several independent SU(2) Kac-Moody algebras.
The gapless boundary excitations form a representation
of those algebras. Notice that &L jI k+ o defined in (41)
is the total spin operators which satisfy the SU(2) Lie
algebra. lI is the level of the SU(2) Kac-Moody algebra
which must be an integer. Otherwise (41) has no unitary
representations.

It is well known in field theory that the Kac-Moody
algebra (41) and (42) plus the sum rule (40) are the
sufficient conditions for the boundary excitations to can-
cel the gauge anomaly of the Chem-Simons term (34)."
What we have shown here is that (40), (41), and (42) are
the necessary conditions to restore the gauge symmetry.
We show that in order to cancel the gauge anomaly of the
Chem-Simons term, the boundary excitations must form
a representation of SU(2) Kac-Moody algebras. Our
derivation does not rely on any symmetries, in particular
the conformal symmetry, of the Hamiltonian. However
our approach is not completely general. It relies on the
two assumptions which have been summarized at the end
of Sec. II.

Unlike the U(1) Kac-Moody algebra, the SU(2) algebra
(41) and (42) describes an interacting theory. However
such a theory is still exactly soluble. The specific heat
coming from the excitations in a representation of the
SU(2) Kac-Moody algebras (41) and (42) is given by'

lr T~ 2(l, +2) ~c, l

(43)

The levels lr of the Kac-Moody algebras should satisfy
(40). For the boundary which separates the difFerent
chiral spin states with levels k and k', the levels of the
Kac-Moody algebras of the boundary excitations should
satisfy (2).

Before ending this section we would like to discuss the
level k=2 chiral spin state studied in Ref. 4 in more de-
tail. From Ref. 4 we know that the mean-field chiral spin
state is equivalent to the IQH state with the first Landau
level filled by the spin-up and the spin-down electrons, if
we turn off the lattice. Using the results in Ref. 8 we find
that the boundary excitations of the mean field chiral-
spin state are described by the following free fermion
theory (in the long wavelength limit):

where the electron field (& ) carries the spin —,
' and the

electric charge e. The excitations described by (44) not
only form a repres~~tation of the level 1 SU(2) Kac-
Moody algebra

IJk ~Jk' 1 —e Jk+k'+ 4
kfik+k'fi

L 4~
(4&)

where j+'=fk (cr'/2)«. gk, they also form a representa-
tion of the U(1) Kac-Moody algebra (20) with j + =pk pk.
The boundary excitations described by (44) have strong
boundary charge fluctuations. The charge Auctuations
are due to the gapless excitations associated with the U(1)
Kac-Moody algebra. We know that the charge Auctua-
tions are forbidden in the chiral spin state. The actual
spin wave function of the chiral spin state is obtained
from the mean-field wave function by doing the Gutzwill-
er projection. The Gutzwiller projection removes all the
(unphysical) charge fluctuations in the mean-field chiral
spin state. Therefore in order to use (44) to describe the
actual boundary excitations of the chiral spin state we
need to remove all the excitations associated with the
charge fluctuations or, equivalently, associated with the
U(l) Kac-Moody algebra. Notice that the Hilbert space
of (44) can be written as a direct product of a representa-
tion of the l= 1 SU(2) Kac-Moody algebra and a repre-
sentation of the U(l) Kac-Moody algebra. ' The excita-
tions of the SU(2) Kac-Moody algebra and the excitations
of the U(1) Kac-Moody algebra are independent. In this
case the Gutzwiller projection can be performed by sim-
ply dropping those excitations associated with the U(1)
Kac-Moody algebra. After performing the Gutzwiller
projection to the theory (44), we obtain a theory contain-
ing only the SU(2) Kac-Moody algebra. Therefore the
boundary excitations of the chiral spin state are described
by the level 1 SU(2) Kac-Moody algebra. They cannot be
described by Fermi liquids of any spin.

We would like to mention that the low-lying excita-
tions in the one-dimensional Heisenberg model are de-
scribed by level one SU(2)XSU(2) Kac-Moody algebra,
one SU(2) for right-moving excitations, the other for left-
moving excitations. Thus the boundary excitations of the
level 2 chiral spin state are equivalent to the left- (or
right-) moving excitations in the Heisenberg spin chain.

According to the mean-field theory of the chiral spin
states, the total effective action of the level 2 chiral spin
state (on a space with boundary) is given by

S tr= f dx a 8 akei' + Tr A~3Ak+ —,'A„A Ak ei'
4~ ~ ' 8~

+ f dx, d~ X &,~(a,fi„,+ia, fi«, +i~, «, )
—c(a.fi„,+ia.fi„,+

k, A,
'= 1,2

(46)

Note that the A„ field in (46) is a fixed nondynamical
field representing the spin-spin coupling constants in the
twisted spin model. The Gutzwiller projection is realized
in the effective theory by integrating out the a„gauge

field in (46). One can show that the gapless excitations
associated with the U(1) Kac-Moody algebra are eaten by
the gauge field a„and obtain a finite energy gap. ' The
surviving low-lying excitations only contain the SU(2)
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algebra.
From the above discussions we see that the (level 2)

chiral spin state is closely related to a IQH state with the
first Landau level filled by spin-up and spin-down elec-
trons. However the two states have very different proper-
ties due to the Gutzwiller projection in the chiral spin
state. The boundary excitations of the chiral spin state
are described by the l= 1 SU(2) Kac-Moody algebra with
specific heat C =~I.T/6c. While the boundary excita-
tions in the QH state are described by two chiral fer-
mions which form a U(1) XSU(2) Kac-Moody algebra.
The specific heat is given by C =2vrI. T/6c. The modes
associated with the charge fiuctuations [the U(1) algebra]
is absent in the chiral spin state.

If the spin liquid state in the Cu-0 planes of the high-
T, superconductors is described by, for example, the level
2 chiral spin state, our results imply that there may be a
lot of gapless spin excitations in the Cu-0 planes even in
the superconducting phase. This is because the chiral
spin state in the Cu-0 planes in general has a domain
structure. The chiral spin state in some domains has
k=+2 and in others has k = —2. There are two gapless
excitations on the boundaries (domain walls) which
separates two domains with k = +2 and k = —2. The
two gapless excitations are described by two copies of the
SU(2) Kac-Moody algebra. These gapless excitations on
the domain boundaries contribute to a specific heat with
a linear T dependence even in the superconducting state.
The velocity of the boundary excitations is expected to be
of order of the spin wave velocity, which is much less
than typical Fermi velocities in metals. We would like to
emphasize that the two gapless excitations on the domain
boundaries move in the same direction. In the next sec-
tion we will argue that the gaplessness of the boundary
excitations is protected by the topological order. Weak
impurities and interplane interactions cannot open a gap
for those gapless boundary excitations.

and itrr must carry the same charge qr =qr. Since the
gauge field in (47) is fixed we may set Ao= A =0. The
energy spectrum is given by

Cl +Cg
ek = k+

2

2 ' 1/2
Cy CJ

k +m
2

(4&)

The spectrum ek is plotted in Fig. 4 and it has very
different behavior for two cases, clcJ)0 and clcJ &0.
When cr and cr have the same sign (i.e., fr and Pr are
both right movers or left movers), the mass term does not
open an energy gap [Fig. 4(a)]. Only the Fermi momenta
and the velocities of the low-lying excitations are
modified. When cI and cz have the opposite signs, the
mass term does open an energy gap b, =2m [Fig. 4(b)].

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have shown that the gapless boundary
excitations of the QH states and the chiral spin states
form a representation of several (chiral) Kac-Moody alge-
bras. The Kac-Moody algebras with different velocities
are shown to commute with each other. Using the repre-
sentation theory of the Kac-Moody algebras, we calculate
the partition functions of the gapless boundary excita-
tions. The specific heats are found to have a linear T
dependence. The quantum numbers of the gapless
boundary excitations are shown to satisfy certain sum

IV. STABILITY OF THE GAPLESS BOUNDARY
EX CITATIONS

The stability of the gapless edge excitations is
guaranteed by the chiral property of the edge excitations.
When all the excitations move in the same direction there
cannot be any backscattering no matter what interactions
the edge excitations may have. The lack of the back-
scattering prevent the formation of the energy gap. The
gaplessness of the edge excitations is robust against weak
perturbations.

To demonstrate the above point we would like to con-
sider the following simple model:

gr [i (do+'qr Ao)+cri (d +iqr A )]fr

(b)

+qt[i(a+&q W )+c i'(a +iq W )]q

+m(A'4+4'A) . (47)

I can be regarded as the effective "mass" term generated
by the interactions. The mass term is a relevant pertur-
bation and has a potential to open an energy gap. In or-
der for the mass term to respect the gauge symmetry, itjr

FIG. 4. The energy spectrum (48) for (a) crcJ )0 and (b)
crcJ &0. The dotted lines are unperturbed spectrums.
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rules. We also argue that chiral gapless boundary excita-
tions are stable against small perturbations.

We would like to point out that the results in this pa-
per do not depend on the details of the Hamiltonian. We
only require that the planar state has a finite energy gap
and the effective Lagrangian contains a Chem-Simons
term. Many properties of the boundary excitations can
be determined from the gauge invariance and the locality
of the theory. Certainly some properties, like the veloci-
ties of the boundary excitation s, remain underdeter-
mined. They have to be calculated from the microscopic
Hamiltonian. It seems to me that the number of the
branches of the boundary excitations are closely related
to the topological orders in the FQH states and the chiral
spin states. One may be able to determine the number of
the branches of the boundary excitations directly from
ground degeneracies and the non-Abelian Berry's phases
studied in Refs. I, 2, and 3.

The existence of the gapless boundary excitations is a
characteristic property of the FQH states and the chiral
spin states. This property can be tested in experiments. '

Measuring the quantum numbers carried by the gapless
boundary excitations could be a powerful and practical
way to probe the topological orders in the parent planar
state.

Tote added: After submitting this paper, I obtained a
copy of unpublished work by A. MacDonald' in which
he also pointed out the existence of the gapless edge exci-
tations in the FQH states. I would like to thank S. Gir-
vin for informing me about MacDonald's paper. Since
submission of this paper many new results about the edge
excitations in the FQH effects have been obtained based
on the Kac-Moody algebra approach. In particular we
have a very good qualitative understanding of the edge
excitations in the hierarchy FQH states and the non-
Abelian FQH states. These developments can be found
in Ref. 20.
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APPENDIX

~jI,kl0) =clkjl, k l0& (A 1)

provided that the momentum k is small. Let us consider
a large wave packet of size l and centered at o. ,

~yIa ) y —(k' —k) I +(a k' ~ a ~0) (A2)
k'

In the limit lk )& 1 we have

Now consider a wave function with two wave packets,

In this appendix we would like to show that the vacu-
um expectation values of the commutators (17) imply the
operator relations (19) in the subspace of states with
small momenta. Our derivation relies on the locality of
the theory.

First we would like to show that (18) is valid in the
small-momentum subspace. We know that jt k 0) is an
eigenstate of H:

)=ye
k'

—(k' —k() l +(o( k'.
Jt, k'

k"

—(k"—k2) 1 +icr~ k" .pJJ,k"
~

(A3)

+0 +
l l

(A4)

Because
~

pt k ', QJI
k ) are superpositions of states

j z~kj Jt"k, ~0) with (k, k') near (k(, kz ) therefore

jt k j Jt k ~0) should also have an energy near ctk, +cjkz.
1 1 2

More precisely,

If the two wave packets do not overlap (i.e.,
~o. ,

—oz ))l) and if the interactions in the theory are
short ranged, we have

„)=(ctk, +c~k2)~p k, Q~ k )

The last term in (A5) can be dropped if we take the limit
l ~~. Similarly, we can show that

if all momentum k(, . . . , kz are small. Equation (A6)
implies (18) in the small-momentum subspace.

Now we would like to use (18) to show that the
currents JI k with different I are independent, i.e.,

Ijtk, jJk ]=0, IWJ, (A7)

~jt, ',
, jt ', k

=(ct,k(+ +ct k~)JI, , k JI„,k lo) (A6)

Ci +CJ
~Jt k(JJ kz l0& =(c,k, +cjkp)JJ k, J1k~ l0&+O

in the small-momentum subspace. Let us introduce

Ot(t =0)= 1 ht(o )jt (o. )do. , (A8)

(A5) where hi(cr) is a smooth function and is nonzero only
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(A9)

where

when io i ( I (here l is a large length scale). Notice that

[OI(0),OJ(0)] =e' '[Ot(t), Oi(t)]e

[A+(~),jt+(~') ]

+ I= —iqt ii5'(cr —o')+5'(o —o')O,

OI(t)=e ' 'Ot(0)= f hl(o cttj)—t(o)do .. (A 10) +5'"(o —o')03
o. +o'

2
(A18)

[0,(t), 0,(t)]=0 . (A 1 1)

From (Al 1) and (A9) we conclude that (A7) is valid in the
small-momentum subspace.

Because the current jk generates U(1) symmetry, we
have

The last equality in (A10) is due to the fact that jt (o )

creates states with a fixed velocity ci. When t is large
enough, ht(cr ctt) a—nd hJ(o czt) d—o not overlap (no-
tice cl&cz). Assuming jt(o) are local operators, i.e.,
[jl (o. ),jg(o') ]=0 when o and o' are separated, we have

where the operators 0; satisfy

&oiO, io) =0.
From (A17) we find

f dcr[j t+(o), jt+(o.')]=0,
which implies

—,'0', (o )+ —,'03" (o )+ . . =0 .

(A19)

(A20)

(A21)

[Jk =0 Jk ]

Equation (A12) can be rewritten as

(A12) The operator 0, (o ) can be solved from (A21):

0, (o ) =00(o ) ——,'03'(o') —
—,', 05"'(cr )— (A22)

p[jk=o,jt, kloi (k»

y O, t'(k)=0.
I

From (18) we see that

[H, o, P(k)]=c,ko,'(k) .

Equations (A15) and (A14) imply that

Ot ~(k) =0 .

(A13)

(A14)

(A15)

(A16)

where Oo is a constant operator (i.e., independent of cr ):

Oo(o )=00(o') . (A23)

Because jr+(o. ) is assumed to be a local operator, the
operators 0;(i =0, 1, ) derived from jt+(o) are also
local operators. A local constant operator with zero vac-
uum expectation value must be zero. This is because for
an arbitrary local operator @(cro)

From (A16), (A13), and (A7) we find that [Oo(o ),4(o 0)]= [00(o'),@(o0)]=0, (A24)

[jt,k =0~ ji, k ]=o .~ a P (A17)

In the following we would like to use (17), (A17), (A7),
and the locality of the theory to derive the operator rela-
tion (19). From (17) we find that the commutator
[j t+k,j t+k. ] must have the form

if we choose o' to be far away from o-p. Therefore, in the
Hilbert space generated by local operators, the operator
Op must be proportional to the identity operator. Since
Op has a zero vacuum expectation value, Op must be
zero.

Substituting (A22) into (A18) we find that

[Jz+(o ),Ji+(o')] ——
~alt ~t5'(o —o')+ 5"'(o —o')03 1 t ) ~/t cT +o——5'(o —o ')03'

2

+ 5""'(o—o')0, o +o I

16 2
5'(o o')O~'"— + ~ ~ ~ (A25)

In the momentum space (A25) can be written as

k41[Jt, k, ,JI,k2] 1 k—3 )

1 i(klo'+k2O'i
GOGO e

L

I—i~, it5 (~ —~ )5„„+5"(~ —~ )& —k, ~o, ~k, )

1 o+o5'(~ ~——
)&

—k io
4 4 3 2 3ik )+.. .

i lI ~k15ki+k25k3+k4+ 8
(ki —k2) 4 f3(k3&k4)+

32
(ki —k2)(k3+k4) 0 f3(k3~k4) 5ki+k2+k3+k4+

(A26)
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where

( —k, ~O, (~)~k, ) =e' ' (A27)

The current conservation B,j ' +8 j ' =0 and (A28) im-

ply that

and g is a typical length scale in the microscopic theory.
Notice that 0, (tJ) has a dimension (length) . f3(k3, k4)
in (A27) is a dimensionless function of order 0(1). For
small k, (i.e. , k; g ((1) the second term in (A26) can be
ignored comparing to the first term. Therefore (19) is
valid in the small-momentum subspace.

In the following we would like to derive the commuta-
tors of the SU(2) currents, (41). Following the above dis-
cussions for the U(l) current, we can easily show that

in the small-momentum subspace.
Using the SU(2) algebra

f do [j ' (o ),jt (tr')]=@' 'jl' (o.'), (A31)

[
~ a+ ~ b+

]
abc c+~~ 1

(A32)

we can show that [following a similar derivation leading
to (A17) and using (A30)]

[H,j '„]=c kj—'„—+, (A28)
In general the current commutator can be written as

(A29)

l~ b g g b 0 0
[j I +(o. )jtb+(tr')] = — i5'(o——o.')+5. (o.—o'0(')" +5'(o —o')0;

I

+5"(o —o ')0' ~ ~ ~ (A33)

—
—,
'0'""(tr )+2

Using (A34) we can break (A35) into two equations:
1/2

Eabcf c +
( tr )

(A35)

where 0,'"(o ) satisfy

0 (o )= —( —)'0 '(o ) . (A34)
bThe operators 0 "(o.) have zero vacuum expectation

values as implied by (39). Equation (A31) implies that
1/2

2

Because 0,' (o. ) has a dimension (length)' ', the matrix
elements of (t) )'0,'"(o ) in the small-momentum subspace
contains a factor (kg )' '. Therefore in the small-
momentum subspace the operators 0,' (o. ) i =2, 3, . . . in
(A33) and (A36) can be set in zero. In the previous calcu-
lation we also show that Oi (o) vanishes if Oi (o )

satisfies (A36) and (0~ 0 i (o ) ~0) =0. From (A36) we find
that Oo (cr)=(sr/&2)e' 'j', +(o ). After dropping 0;(o ),
i = 1,2, . . . from (A33), we find that (A33) is equivalent to
(41). In this way we show that (41) is valid in the small-
momentum subspace.

0= —
—,'0; '(a ) ——,'03 "'(o )+

(A36)
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